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InP quantum dots: Electronic structure, surface effects, and the redshifted emission

Huaxiang Fu and Alex Zunger
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, Colorado 80401

~Received 16 December 1996!

We present pseudopotential plane-wave electronic-structure calculations on InP quantum dots in an effort to
understand quantum confinement and surface effects and to identify the origin of the long-lived and redshifted
luminescence. We find that~i! unlike the case in small GaAs dots, the lowest unoccupied state of InP dots is
the G1c-derived direct state rather than theX1c-derived indirect state and~ii ! unlike the prediction ofk•p
models, the highest occupied state in InP dots has a 1sd-type envelope function rather than a~dipole-
forbidden! 1p f envelope function. Thus explanations~i! and~ii ! to the long-lived redshifted emission in terms
of an orbitally forbidden character can be excluded. Furthermore,~iii ! fully passivated InP dots have no surface
states in the gap. However,~iv! removal of the anion-site passivation leads to a P dangling bond~DB! state just
above the valence band, which will act as a trap for photogenerated holes. Similarly,~v! removal of the
cation-site passivation leads to an In dangling-bond state below the conduction band. While the energy of the
In DB state depends only weakly on quantum size, its radiative lifetime increases with quantum size. The
calculated;300-meV redshift and the;18 times longer radiative lifetime relative to the dot-interior transition
for the 26-Å dot with an In DB are in good agreement with the observations of full-luminescence experiments
for unetched InP dots. Yet,~vi! this type of redshift due to surface defect is inconsistent with that measured in
selectiveexcitation for HF-etched InP dots.~vii ! The latter type of~‘‘resonant’’! redshift is compatible with the
calculatedscreenedsinglet-triplet splitting in InP dots, suggesting that the slow emitting state seen in selective
excitation could be a triplet state.@S0163-1829~97!04428-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the interesting features of the spectroscopy
quantum dots is the almost universal occurrence of a red
of the emission relative to the absorption. This was see
quantum dots of Si,1–6 CdSe,7–15 InP,16,17and InGaAs~Refs.
18 and 19! and exists irrespectively of the preparation me
ods of the dots, whether it is based on colloidal chemistry7–17

or on strain-induced dot formation.18,19 One obvious reason
for the redshift is the existence of a residual size distribut
even in the best prepared dot samples: The larger dots
sample have lower band-edge energies@horizontal lines in
Fig. 1~a!#, so if one excites a sample with sufficiently-hig
energy photons above the band edge of the smallest d@a
‘‘global excitation’’ experiment; see Fig. 1~c!#, the emission
will be redshifted because it results from the deexcitation
band edges ofall the dots in the sample. The correspondi
size-dependent ‘‘nonresonant Stokes shift’’Dnonres, the dif-
ference between the lowest-energy peak in the absorp
spectra and the emission peak@see Fig. 1~c!#, is large
@;100 meV in CdSe~Ref. 13! and ;200 meV for InP
~Refs. 16 and 17!#. It is possible, however, to eliminate muc
of the effect of size distribution by exciting selectively on
the largest dots in a sample, using sufficiently-low-ene
photons. Such a ‘‘selective excitation’’ experiment@also
called ‘‘fluorescence line narrowing’’~FLN!; see Fig. 1~d!#
gives the ‘‘resonant Stokes shift’’D res, the energy difference
between the excitation line and the FLN emission pe
which reflects an intrinsic redshift of a given dot. Intere
ingly, ~i! this type of redshift is usually accompanied by
emission having a rather long lifetime@e.g.,;1msec at 10 K
for CdSe~Ref. 10! and 0.5msec at 10 K for InP~Ref. 17!#
relative to that of conventional allowed bulk transition a
560163-1829/97/56~3!/1496~13!/$10.00
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~ii ! the larger the size of the dot, the smaller12,17 the redshift
D res. These observations regarding the slow, redshif
emission can be cast phenomenologically in terms of a sc
matic energy-level diagram shown in Fig. 2, whereug& indi-
cates the ground state~electrons are not removed from va
lence states!, while the two excited electron-hole state
uEfast& and uEslow& denote, respectively, the fast, high-ener
allowedstate and the slow, redshiftedforbiddenstate. Given
the almost universal existence of a slow, redshifted emiss
in different semiconductor quantum dots, with a reduced r
shift as the dot becomes larger, many studies have aime
identifying the origin and nature of the excited stat
uEslow& and uEfast&. Four models have been suggested to
plain the nature of the stateuEslow&.

(i) Intrinsic, spin-forbidden state. In this hypothesis, the
electron-hole exchange interaction,1,13,20,21 normally negli-
gible in bulk semiconductors (;1 meV),22 is assumed to be
sufficiently enhanced in small quantum structures so as
significantly split the electron-hole state into a lower ener
spin-forbiddencomponentuEslow& ~e.g., triplet or quintuplet!
and a higher-energy,spin-allowedcomponentuEfast& ~e.g.,
singlet!. The observed emission versus absorption redshi
then the exchange splitting21 and the long lifetime of the
emission fromuEslow& to the singletug& is attributed to the
spin-forbidden character ofuEslow& with respect to the ground
stateug&. This model has been applied to explain the ‘‘re
emission’’ in porous Si by Calcottet al.1 It explains the
;10-meV redshift and the crossover from a long lifetime
low temperature~emission fromuEslow&! to a short lifetime at
high temperature~where uEfast& becomes also thermally
populated!. Martin et al.23 calculated exchange splittings i
Si dots assuming a bulklike screened interaction and fo
the splitting to be much smaller than the observedEfast
1496 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 1497InP QUANTUM DOTS: ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE, . . .
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating how the basic spectroscopic information in quantum dots is obtained via absorption and
experiments.~a! The excited energy levels of the dots present in a given sample form groups: the lowest-energy groupuEslow& comprises
states that are largely forbidden to the ground stateug& and emit slowly, while the higher-energy groupuEfast& are normal allowed states. In
each group there are many states corresponding to dots with different sizes: the larger the dot, the lower its energy level in a~b!
Photoluminescence excitation~PLE! spectroscopy excites the sample continuously and monitors the emission intensity at a fixed de
energyEdet, which is normally taken as the lowest emission energy. The PLE spectrum thus reflects the absorption spectra of the
allowed states.~c! The ‘‘global excitation spectroscopy’’ excites the sample at an energy above the absorption peak~so all sizes present in
the sample are excited! and the emission is monitored at all energies. The corresponding ‘‘nonresonant Stokes shift’’Dnonresis the shift of
the emission peak with respect to the lowest absorption peak.Dnonresreflects, among others, the inhomogeneous broadening. In ‘‘sele
excitation spectroscopy’’@also called ‘‘fluorescence line narrowing’’~FLN!#, one excites selectively the larger dots in the sample by plac
the excitation energy at the low-energy~large-cluster! side of the first PLE peak; the emission is thus narrowed considerably, often sho
also phonon side bands. The corresponding ‘‘resonant Stokes shift’’D res is the difference between the excitation energy and the peak o
narrow emission.D res reflects mostly an intrinsic redshift of a given dot size.
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2Eslow energy splitting in selectively excited photolumine
cence~PL!. However, Takagahara20 criticized the work of
Martin et al.,23 showing that a more accurate description
dielectric screening, using the screening constant«x;3, pro-
duces an exchange splitting in agreement with experimen
recent calculation24 of exchange splitting from accuratemi-
croscopicwave functions casts doubt, however, on previo
estimates20,23 of the exchange splittings based on envelo
function calculations. A model including exchange splitti
was also used recently by Efroset al.13 to explain the spec-
troscopic results on CdSe dots. In this approach, the
highest~1sd-like! hole states~i.e., neglecting split-off band!
of a spherical dot are allowed to couple with the two low
~1s-like! electron states to produce eight electron-hole ex
tonic states. Ak•p calculation in this subspace, using ph
f
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nomenological exchange integrals and numerous parame
shows that the lowest exciton state is spin forbidden~‘‘dark
exciton’’ uEslow&!, while only higher-energy statesuEfast& are
allowed ~‘‘bright exciton’’ !. Using a number of parameter
this model explained13 the observed resonant redshift as t
splitting betweenEslow and the lowestEfast, while the non-
resonant redshift is explained as the splitting between
center of gravity ofall dipole-allowed states andEslow. Re-
cent magnetic-field experiments were consistent with t
model.13 A recent calculation by Richardet al.25 showed,
however, that the inclusion of six rather than four valen
bands in thek•p Hamiltonian can produce in CdSe a sym
metry forbidden 1p f ~rather than 1sd! hole stateeven with-
out an exchange interaction. Thus theuEslow& to ug& transi-
tion could bespatially forbidden, not spin forbidden.
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1498 56HUAXIANG FU AND ALEX ZUNGER
(ii) Intrinsic, orbitally forbidden conduction state.The
lowest-energy electron-hole stateuEslow& could be dipole for-
bidden to the ground stateug& if the single-particle electron
component ofuEslow& is spatially forbiddenwith respect to
ug& due to the difference ofBloch wave functionsfor these
two states. For example, if the one-electron valence-b
maximum ~VBM ! is a G15v-like state, but the one-electro
conduction-band minimum~CBM! is anX1c-like state, the
zero-phonon single-particleG15v→X1c transition dipole will
be zero. Of course, multiband intervalley mixing due to t
finite size of dot can relax this strict condition somewh
leading to a finite transition probability~long radiative life-
time!. In general, anX1c-like CBM in a dot can occur as
follows: In zinc-blende semiconductors, the effective ma
of G electrons is lighter than that ofX electrons, so as the
nanocrystallite becomes smaller, the conduction band aG
moves upward~due to kinetic-energy confinement! at a
greater rate than the conduction band atX. Thus, if the bulk
X1c state is not too much higher than theG1c state, one
expects to find anX1c-like CBM for a sufficiently small
quantum dot. This direct-to-indirect crossover was recen
predicted to occur for free-standing and for AlAs-embedd
GaAs dots, wires, and films.26 This effect of theG→X CBM
crossover as size decreases is not expected to occu
‘‘strongly direct’’ materials where theX1c state is far higher
thanG1c in bulk ~e.g., ZnS, ZnSe, and CdSe!. In cases where
the crossover does occur, there is a natural explanation o
slow-emitting low-energyuEslow& state as beingX1c-like.

(iii) Intrinsic, orbitally forbidden valence state.Another
scenario for orbitally forbidden transitions is where theen-
velope functionsof the electron and hole states have differe
spatial symmetries. In spherical dots of zinc-blende mater
experiencing an infinite potential barrier, the lowest elect
state has a 1s envelope-function symmetry, while accordin
to a six-band model of Richardet al.25 the highest hole state
can be either the symmetry-allowed 1sd or the symmetry-
forbidden 1p f . For sufficiently small dots, the 1p f state is
the highest hole state, so the dipole transition element
tween this 1p f VBM and the 1s CBM is zero. This was
predicted by Grigoryanet al.27 to be the case for CdS dot

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the slow, redshifted PL fro
state uEslow& relative to the fast PL from stateuEfast

(1)&. The solid
arrow is used for the absorption and the dash arrow for the ph
luminescence. The broken solid arrow indicates the forbidden t
sition.
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with diameterD,40 Å and by Richardet al.25 also for CdS
dots but atD,25 Å ~Fig. 3 in Ref. 25! and for InP dots at all
sizes~Fig. 5 in Ref. 25!. Regrettably, in simplifiedk•p mod-
els, the order of the hole states is very sensitive to the~Lut-
tinger! parameters of the models and the level ordering
easily be altered by rather small changes in the empir
parameters. In cases where the envelope function of the
is 1p f-like, the uEslow&→ug& transition will be both red
shifted and slow.

(iv) Extrinsic surface states.Since the surface-to-volum
ratio increases rapidly as the dot size decreases, m
authors2–10,14,15have sought an explanation to carrier dyna
ics in dots in terms of trapping bysurface statesuEslow&.
However, a large surface-to-volume ratio implies importa
surface effects only if the band-edge wave-functions ‘‘fee
the surface, i.e., have a significant amplitude at the surfa
In fact, pseudopotential calculations on passivated Si do28

and wires29 show that the wave functions of band-edge sta
have very little amplitude at the surface, just as the tra
tional infinite barrier particle-in-a-box models have alwa
assumed. However,surface defects30 or self-trapped surface
excitons31 could lead to surface states in the fundamental g
~see below!. The evidence for theexistenceof surface defect
states in dots is reasonably strong, but the evidence for t
roles in carrier dynamicsis not conclusive. For example
evidences for theexistenceof surface states include the de
tection of dangling bonds in porous Si via electron param
netic resonance2,32,33and the observation of a unique chem
cal shift in CdS ~Ref. 34! and CdSe~Ref. 35! dots via
nuclear magnetic resonance. Recently, x-ray photoemis
experiments on colloidal CdSe dots36 determined that the
majority of the Se atoms at the dot surface are uncappe
the as-prepared samples and that the Cd atoms are only
tially capped to the ligands because of the steric hindranc
the bulky ligands. Regarding the evidence for therole of
surface states in carrier dynamics, we note that surface s
have been implicated in explaining the slowly emitting sta
in porous Si,3–6 including the deep IR emission at;1 eV
with its ;130-meV redshift as well as the yellow-gree
emission at;1.8–2.0 eV having a 10msec to 1 msec
lifetime.6 Similarly, the long radiative lifetime@;1msec at
10 K ~Refs. 7–10, 14, and 15!# and the small quantum yield
of the emission37 in II-VI quantum dots have been explaine
via surface traps. The emission at 850 nm~1.46 eV! in as-
grown colloidal InP dots has also been attributed to a surf
state16 since this state disappears upon HF etching. Bawe
and co-workers11 have recently revised their earlier view,7–10

attributing instead the slow, redshifted emission in CdSe
intrinsic spin-forbidden transitions12,13 @i.e., mechanism~i!
above# rather than to extrinsic surface states.

While the existing theoretical works13,20,25,27,38–42on the
spectra of isolated quantum dots were useful to unders
the possible reasons for the redshift, these investigat
have some limitations.

~a! Most theoretical approaches assume a surfaceless~i.e.,
infinite barrier! model, so surface states are excluded fro
any discussion at the outset. Surfaceless model include
effective-mass-based approaches,20 the k•p theory,13,25,39,40

and truncated crystals.41

~b! The tradition in the field seems to have been to se
one out of at least four possible explanations@~i!–~iv! above#

o-
n-
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56 1499InP QUANTUM DOTS: ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE, . . .
for the identity of the slow, redshifted emission in particu
dots and model it in detail without comparing it to alternati
explanations. For example, Efroset al.13 examined for CdSe
the effect ~i! of an intrinsic, spin-forbidden state; Richar
et al.25 examined for a few semiconductor dots the effect~iii !
of an intrinsic, orbitally forbidden valence state, whi
Grigoryanet al.27 examined it for CdS; Garilenko, Vogl, an
Koch42 examined for Si the effect~iv! of surface states an
Tsiper43 offered a ‘‘universal explanation’’ that is indepen
dent of any feature of the electronic structure of the dots

~c! Most theoretical approaches employ the parame
that either lack independent verification~e.g., the scaled ex
change splitting in Ref. 13! or have a significant range o
numerical uncertainty~e.g., thek•p parameters in Ref. 25!.
In many cases, unfortunately, the conclusions appear to
sensitive to the parameter choices.

In this work, we study the possible origins of the lowe
slow-emitting electronic states in InP quantum dots includ
the possibilities of surface effect and excitonic exchan
splitting. We use a computational approach that includes
explicit dot surface. The electronic structure is calcula
both for the fully passivated surface as well as for dot s
faces in which a cation surface dangling bond or an an
surface dangling bond is created. We find the following.

~a! The CBM of an InP dot isnot derived from theX1c

state even for small dots, so model~ii ! can be excluded for
InP.

~b! The symmetry of the envelope function of the VBM
1sd-like ~unlike what currentk•p models25 predict!, so
model ~iii ! can be excluded also.

~c! Regarding the surface state model@mechanism~iv!#,
we find thatpassivated dots have no surface states in
gap. In fact, we predict that over a wide range of differe
passivation species the band-edge states of the dots wi
unchanged.

~d! However, the selective elimination of passivating
oms producessurface defect states, a near-conduction sur
face defect level for an In dangling bond and a near-vale
surface defect level for a P dangling bond. Only the catio
dangling bond can be implicated in observed redshifts. T
energy of the In dangling-bond surface defect has a w
dependence on size, but this state hybridizes with the int
sic band edges. Furthermore, the dipole matrix element c
pling it to the VBM decreases rapidly with the dot size. T
surface defect state could explain the rather low quan
yield and the 1.46-eV emission peak16 that is eliminated
upon etching. However, the calculated redshift versus e
tation energy due to the surface defect is too large to exp
the resonant redshift measured for the HF-etched InP do17

~e! The exchange splitting was calculated using atomi
wave functions. Its magnitude and scaling with the dot s
are consistent with the observed resonant redshift17 when the
screening of exchange is considered. Thus mechanism~i! is
an open possibility.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

The electronic structure of the dot was obtained by so
ing the single-particle equation
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va~r2Rn2ta!J c i5e ic i , ~1!

where va(r2Rn2ta) is the screened, nonlocal pseudop
tential of the atom of typea located at siteta in cell Rn and
e i is the single-particle~orbital! energy. The atomic typesa
include the dot atoms~In and P! as well as the passivating
hydrogenlike atoms attached to the surface atoms. Note
Eq. ~1! includes an atomistic~not continuum! description of
the dot electronic structure and thus effective-mass ork•p
approximations are avoided.

The screened nonlocal atomic pseudopotentials$va% are
obtained44,45 in a two-step process.First, we invert the self-
consistently calculated@via the local-density approximation
~LDA !# screenedcrystalline potential of a number of InP
structures ~zinc-blende, rocksalt, andb-Sn! to find the
‘‘spherical LDA’’ potential that reproduces LDA energie
and wave functions extremely well.Then, we make small
adjustments to this potential so as to fit the bulk band str
tures to the experimentally measured bulk interba
transition energies, while preserving a large (.99%) over-
lap of the wave functions with the original LDA values
These semiempirical pseudopotentials thus combine LD
quality wave functions~unlike the conventional ‘‘empirical
pseudopotential method’’41,46! with experimentally consis-
tent excitation energies, effective masses, and deforma
potentials~unlike the LDA!. These pseudopotentials are d
posited in a FTP site47 and are available for use. Furthe
details of the method to generate these pseudopotential
provided in Ref. 45. Note that, since in our semiempiric
pseudopotential method~SEPM! calculation the average po
tential@i.e., theG50 term of the Fourier transformva(G) of
the potential in Eq.~1!# is explicitly included, all the energy
levels obtained are ‘‘absolute’’ values in the sense that t
have the same reference~i.e., the vacuum potential!. We will
thus plot individual energy levels~e.g., the VBM and CBM!
versus dot size.

The wave functionsc i are expanded in a set of plan
waves

c i~r !5(
G

Ai~G!eiG•r, ~2!

whereG are the reciprocal lattice vectors. Each dot is plac
in a fictitious ‘‘supercell’’ consisting of 6.4 Å of vacuum
surrounding the dot. The supercells are repeated periodic
so that Eq.~1! can be solved using band-structure techniqu
The plane waves in Eq.~2! span both the dot and the vacuu
region around it, so that the dot wave functions are not
quired to vanish exactly at the surface, but can de
smoothly into the vacuum region. The kinetic-energy cut
of plane-wave bases for the dot is the same as what use
generate the semiempirical pseudopotentials. The matrix
ements ofva(r ) within the basis~2! are calculated via accu
rate numerical Fourier transforms.

We consider four InP dots with different size
(InP)107, (InP)259, (InP)712, and (InP)3187. The dots have
cubic shape with the faces oriented along zinc-blen
InP ~110!, ~11̄0!, and ~001! directions. The dot-interior
atomic positions are taken to be bulklike. The surface ato
positions, including those of the passivating atoms,
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1500 56HUAXIANG FU AND ALEX ZUNGER
obtained45 by fitting the surface density states of theflat,
chemically passivated InP surfaces~without reconstruction!
to the photoluminescence data.48 Assuming the same atomi
density as in the bulk, the effective dot diameters are gi
by49 d5(a/2)N1/3, wherea is the lattice constant of bulk InP
~5.83 Å! andN is number of atoms in the dots. This gives t
effective sizes of 13.83, 18.57, 26.01, and 42.87 Å for
above four dots. The numbers of plane-wave basis funct
used in calculation are 31 287, 52 519, 102 733, a
315 969, respectively.

Such huge Hamiltonian matrices cannot be solved by
dinary diagonalization methods. We use instead the ‘‘f
spectrum method’’28 in which Hc5ec @i.e., Eq.~1!# is re-
placed by (H2e ref)

2c5(e2e ref)
2c and e ref is an arbitrary

energy ‘‘pointer.’’ Since the lowest eigenvalue of the fold
spectrum is now the one closest toe ref in the latter equation,
we can obtain selectively the near-edge eigensolutions
placing the pointer near the VBM or CBM. We thus avo
the computations needed to findall the eigensolutions, so th
effort involved in the present solution scales linearly with t
number of atoms. Further details of the method and the
of the conjugate-gradient approach to solve the pertin
equations are given in Ref. 50.

Our method avoids the restricted variational flexibility
tight-binding approaches.38,51 Unlike the k•p based
methods,13,25,39,40our approach includes a physical surfac
permits coupling of a large number of host crystal bands,
circumvents the effective-mass parabolic band approxi
tion. This method has been applied previously to
nanostructures,28,50 to CdSe dots,52 and to dots, wires, and
films of GaAs.26

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Electronic structures of fully passivated dots

Table I and Fig. 3 show our calculated excitonic ba
gaps of thefully passivatedInP dots as a function of dot size

TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical excitonic band gaps
InP dots of different sizes. The Coulomb corrections included in
calculated excitonic gaps are given separately.

Dot diameter
~Å!

Measured
gap ~eV!a

Calculated
gap ~eV!

Calculated
Coulomb

correction~eV!

13.83 2.95 20.30
18.57 2.52 20.22
20 2.53
26 2.38
26.01 2.12 20.16
30 2.10
35 2.04
38 1.96
40 1.87
42.87 1.78 20.09
44 1.89
50 1.77
54 1.68

aReference 16.
n
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se
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compared with the absorption and photoluminescence
that were obtained for well-passivated dots.16 We have cor-
rected the calculated single-particle band gap by the elect
hole Coulomb energy using the formula of Ref. 53. It can
seen from Fig. 3 that the agreement between the theore
calculations and experiments is good.

Figure 4 shows the wave-function squares~averaged
along the@001# direction! of the near-edge states of the ful
passivated (InP)712 dot ~effective diameterd526.01 Å!. We
see that these states can be characterized as ‘‘dot-int
states’’ in that their wave functions are distributed mostly
the interior of the dot rather than at the surfaces. This agr
with previous results on Si dots,28 wires, and films.29 Thus
there are no surface states in the band gap of fully pas
vated InP dots. In fact, the band-edge states remain d
interior-like over a considerable range of passivating pseu
potentials. Thus we predict that the band-edge states wil
rather insensitive to the identity of the passivating spec
~unless they are extremely electronegative, e.g., oxygen
which case the band edges could be pinned by the passiv!.

The top portion of Table II shows the squared dipole m
trix elements calculated for optical transitions between
VBM and the CBM in two fully passivated InP dots. W
have normalized the values to the VBM to CBM transitio
dipole inbulk InP with an equivalent number of atoms. No
that the radiative lifetime is inversely proportional to th
squared matrix element: The larger the dipole element,
‘‘more allowed’’ the transition and the shorter its radiativ
lifetime. We see that the near-edge transitions in passiva
InP dots are strongly allowed. Examination of the CB
wave functions via projection onto bulk wave functions fu
ther shows that the dot CBM is mostly derived from t
direct G1c band-edge state, not from the indirectX1c state,
which is the case in small GaAs dots.26 We can thusexclude
~see the Introduction! mechanism~ii ! ~intrinsic, orbitally for-
bidden conduction state! and mechanism~iii ! ~intrinsic, or-
bitally forbidden valence state25,27! as being inappropriate to
InP. The reason why a direct (G1c) to indirect (X1c) cross-

FIG. 3. Calculated excitonic gaps for InP quantum dots w
different sizes. The experimentally measured values~Ref. 16! are
also included in this figure for comparison. See Table I for nume
cal values.

r
e
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FIG. 4. Contour plots of the wave-function squares of the CBM~the lowest conduction state!, CBM11 ~the next lowest conduction
state!, VBM ~the double-degenerate highest valence state!, and VBM-1~the next highest valence state! of a fully passivated~InP!712 dot with
size d526.01 Å. The plotted wave-function squares are averaged along the~001! direction. Theframe in each plot denotes the do
boundary where the outermost surface In or P atoms are located. Note that none of these states are surfacelike.
rg

en

on
n

is
in-
o

over does not occur in InP dots is the existence of a la
X1c2G1c energy difference inbulk InP ~0.85 eV in InP com-
pared with 0.48 eV in bulk GaAs!. The reason that the VBM
of the InP dot in our calculation is not the dipole-forbidd
1p f state predicted by Richardet al.25 is probably related to
the simplified assumptions made in the latter calculati
perfect spherical symmetry, an infinite potential barrier,
surface, and a limited range of interband coupling.

B. Exchange splitting in fully passivated dots

The electron-hole correlation in small quantum dot
negligible.54 The exchange splitting between excitonic s
glet and triplet states can be calculated in the framework
the definition of the exact exchange55

Eexch52e2E ce* ~re!ch* ~rh!ch~re!ce~rh!

«~ ure2rhu!ure2rhu
dredrh , ~3!
e

:
o

f

TABLE II. Momentum matrix element squaresz^ i u p̂u f & z2 be-
tween the initial stateu i & and the final stateu f &. The calculated
values are normalized to the directG15v→G1c transition probability
in bulk InP.

Relative dipole matrix
elements

Dot diameter

D513.83 Å D526.01 Å

Fully passivated dot
M2~VBM to CBM!/Mbulk

2 0.4001 0.5263
Dots with an In DB
M2~VBM to In DB!/Mbulk

2 0.0832 0.0272
M2~VBM to CBM!/Mbulk

2 0.3387 0.4995
Dots with a P DB
M2~P DB to CBM!/Mbulk

2 0.0282 0.0143
M2~VBM to CBM!/Mbulk

2 0.2422 0.4537
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where ce and ch are, respectively, the electron and ho
single-particle wave functions and are obtained from our
rect pseudopotential calculation of Eq.~1!. Here the
distance-dependent Thomas-Fermi dielectric function56 is
used to describe the screening of the exchange interac
i.e.,

«~r !5H «~0,d!
qR

sinh@q~R2r !#1qr
, r<R

«~0,d!, r.R
~4!

whereq254(3p2n0)
1/3/p ~n0 is the average density of th

valence electrons at the equilibrium volume! andR is the
screening length determined by

sinh~qR!/qR5«~0,d!. ~5!

Note that for larger , the function«(r ) approaches the valu
«(0,d). The static dielectric constant«(0,d) in the quantum
dot is different from the bulk value57 and depends on the do
sized. We use for«(0,d) the modified Penn model,57,58 i.e.,
«(0,d)51.0111.4/@1.01(12.094/d)2# ~the sized is in units
of angstroms!.

Our calculated exchange splittings for cubic dots with
fective diameters of 13.81, 18.57, and 26.01 Å are 52.9, 2
and 10.4 meV, respectively. We also calculate the excha
splittings for some spherical dots and obtain the excha
values of 37.9, 22.0, and 8.8 meV for dot sizes 16.02, 23
and 34.79 Å, respectively. This shows that the excha
splittings in dots are substantially enhanced compared w
the bulk (;1 meV). The calculated exchange splittings f
different dot sizes are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of t
excitonic gap. The relationship is seen to be nearly linea

The fact that screening the exchange by«(r ) @Eq. ~4!#
affects significantly the numerical value of the exchan
shows that at large-r values the exchange interactions are n

FIG. 5. Calculated resonant redshift in InP quantum dots ve
the excitonic gaps, showing~a! the redshifts due to the surface-sta
mechanism~including a single In dangling bond and interactin
dangling bonds! and~b! the redshift due to exchange splittings ca
culated with the distance-dependent Thomas-Fermi dielec
screening constant. The lines in this figure are a guide for eye
i-

n,

-
1,
ge
e
8,
e
th

e

e
t

negligible. Thus, contrary to previous assumptions, our c
culation supports the view that exchange interactions in d
are not short ranged.

C. Electronic structure of dots
with model surface dangling bond

Given that fully passivated dots have no surface states
now remove deliberately passivating atom so as to exp
surface dangling bonds. The calculation described in w
follows is a model calculation, in that we do not know th
actual, potentially complex structure of the real surface o
colloidal dot. Generally, such a surface could include ma
interacting dangling bonds, ‘‘weak’’ surface bonds, partia
reconstructed surface patches, and various surface-lig
bonding configurations. Our approach is to first model
surface of thefully passivateddots after the experimenta
results of flat, passivated InP surfaces48 ~in which reconstruc-
tion is removed via chemisorption! and then create an iso
lated In dangling bond~DB! and separately an isolated
dangling bond to study their generic effects on the electro
structure of the quantum dot. Such isolated dangling bo
represent, most likely, a stronger perturbation than w
would be expected to occur in a real surface, having in
acting and partially rebonded dangling bonds.

We position the In and P dangling bonds near the cen
of the dot surface formed on the~110! plane. Dangling bonds
at other sites were also studied. Due to the highly localiz
nature of the dangling-bond wave functions, we found o
slight difference~less than 0.15 eV! in the energy levels,
depending on the precise position of the dangling bond.

1. The indium dangling bond at the dot surface

Figure 6 shows the relative energy position of an
dangling-bond state in a small dot (d518.38 Å), clarifying
how this state evolves from the bulk vacancy states. Crea
of a neutral P vacancy (VP

0 ) in bulk InP produces four In
dangling bonds, giving rise to a doubly occupied singly d

s

ic

FIG. 6. Energy levels for different In dangling-bond defects:~a!
a neutral P vacancy in bulk InP, giving rise to four In danglin
bonds;~b! a single In dangling bond in bulk;~c! a single In dan-
gling bond at the 9-ML InP~110! film; and ~d! a single In dangling
bond at the surface of thed518.57 Å dot.
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generatea1 state near the VBM and a singly occupied trip
degeneratet2 state above the CBM@Fig. 6~a!#.59–63 The in-
teraction between these four dangling bonds spreads
energies: The energy difference between thea1 state and the
isolatedDB energy is three times the difference betweent2
state and the isolated DB energy.64 To create asingle iso-
lated DB, we then passivate three of the four bulk DB’s. T
a1 andt2 levels of the bulk vacancy then give rise to a sing
bulk In DB state near the CBM@Fig. 6~b!#. As we bring this
DB from the interior of the three-dimensional~3D! bulk to
the surface of a 2D film@Fig. 6~c!#, the DB state partially
tracks the film’s CBM, which rises in energy due to quantu
confinement. Similarly, as one progresses from a 2D film
a 0D dot, the CBM rises further and with it the In danglin
bond level. We thus see from the study of Fig. 6 that the
dangling-bond state in an InP dot is generically similar to
analogous dangling-bond state in the bulk~but not to the
bulk vacancy, which consists of four, strongly interacti
dangling bonds!. However, as we will see below, the relativ
energy position~and thus the interaction and wave-functio
mixing! of the CBM and the DB state in quantum dots c
be changed as the dot size is altered.

Figure 7 depicts the planar-averaged wave-funct
squares of the near-edge states for the 26.01-Å dot with a
dangling bond. It shows that both the VBM and the CBM a
delocalized in the interior of dot, while the In DB state
strongly localized at the surface site where an In DB is c
ated.

Figure 8 shows as a function of dot size the orbital en
gies of the In dangling-bond state, the extended CBM st
and the VBM state. It can be seen that, unlike the dot-inte
state CBM and the VBM, the surface-localized In DB sta
changes very little~less than 20 meV! as the dot size
changes. The In DB state is the lowest unoccupied level
dots with diameter up to 57 Å, at which point the do
interior, extended conduction CBM state becomes the low
unoccupied state. Thus the lowest unoccupied state cha

FIG. 7. Planar-averaged wave-function squares of the In
surface state, the CBM, and the VBM states for the~InP!712 dot
with an In dangling bond. The positions of the atomic layer alo
the plotted~11̄0! direction are indicated by the empty diamond sy
bols at the horizontal axis. Note the localization nature of the In
state and the dot-interior nature of the CBM and VBM.
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from surfacelike~In DB! to bulklike ~CBM! at a critical size
~the value of this critical size may change slightly depend
on the location of dangling bond, but theexistenceof cross-
ing is reasonably certain!.

We have seen that in the fully passivated dots~Sec. III A!
the band-edge states do not depend much on the identi
the passivating atom. In a similar way, the energy and w
function of the surface defect level~e.g., In DB! do not de-
pend much on the identity of the passivating atom, since
surface defect is anintrinsic defect, made up of In and P
orbitals, not from those of the passivating atoms. We th
expect that, as long as there are some dangling bonds
dot, the dangling-bond spectrum will be largely unchang
as one alters the~incomplete! passivation.

Table II shows the dipole transition moments between
valence-band maximum and the two lowest unoccup
states in InP dots with In DB’s. We see that the VBM to
DB transition has a 4–18 times lower oscillator streng
~thus a longer radiative lifetime! than the transition from the
VBM to the extended, dot-interior conduction CBM stat
Furthermore, the probability of the VBM to In DB transitio
decreases with the increasing dot size, while that of the VB
to the CBM transition increases. Thus the larger the dot,
longer the radiative lifetime of the VBM to In DB transition

The presence of In dangling bond in a quantum dot sh
the dot CBM up relative to the CBM of afully passivated
dot, while the dot VBM does not change much
(<0.5 meV). These shifts of the CBM’s are given in th
second column of Table III and are seen to decrease with
increasing dot size.

2. The phosphorus dangling bond at the dot surface

Figure 9 shows how the phosphorus dangling-bond s
in an InP dot@Fig. 9~d!# develops from the bulk In vacanc
VIn
0 . An In vacancy creates a singly degenerate and dou

occupieda1 state deep inside the valence band and a tri
occupied triply degeneratet2 state ateVBM10.39 eV @Fig.
9~a!#.65 When three of the four P DB’s are passivated, t

B
FIG. 8. Variations of the In DB surface state, the CBM, and t

VBM states with the dot size for InP dots with an In dangling bon
The arrow indicates the dot size where the lowest unoccupied s
changes from surfacelike to dot-interior-like.
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1504 56HUAXIANG FU AND ALEX ZUNGER
a1 and t2 levels give rise to a single DB state just above t
VBM @Fig. 9~b!#. This level is nearly constant in energy
the InP~110! film @Fig. 9~c!# and at the surface of dot@Fig.
9~d!#, except that the VBM energies are lowered due
quantum confinement. Analyses of the P DB defect-le
wave functions show that they are more localized than th
DB wave functions. Additionally, unlike thesp-hybrid na-
ture of In DB wave functions, the P DB wave functions a
pure p-like. Figure 10 shows the planar-averaged wa
function squares of the near-edge states of an (InP)712 dot
with P DB. The P DB state is highly localized at the d
surface, while the VBM and CBM states are extended in
interior of the dot.

Figure 11 shows the energy dependences of the P
state, the VBM state, and the CBM state on the dot s
Owing to the extreme localization of its wave function, t
energy of the P DB state is almost independent of the
size. However, as Table III shows, the presence of a P dan-
gling bond shifts the dot VBM upward relative to the VBM
of the fully passivated dot@by as much as 250 meV fo
(InP)107#, while the dot CBM does not change much. Tab
III also shows that the shift of the dot VBM due to the
dangling bond is much larger than the shift of the dot CB
due to the In dangling bond, especially for small dots.

Table II shows the dipole matrix elements of th
localized-to-extended P DB to CBM transition, indicatin

FIG. 9. Energy levels for different P dangling-bond defects:~a!
neutral In vacancy in bulk InP, giving rise to four P dangling bon
~b! a single P dangling bond in the bulk;~c! a single P dangling
bond at the InP~110! film with 9 ML thickness; and~d! a single P
dangling bond at the surface of thed518.57 Å dot.

TABLE III. Upward shift of the CBM~VBM ! of ideally passi-
vated dots due to the introduction of In~P! dangling bond. All
energies in this table are in units of meV.

Dot diameter
~Å!

CBM shift
~for In DB!

VBM shift
~for P DB!

13.83 28.9 249.5
18.57 17.3 74.5
26.01 12.1 20.3
o
l
In

-

e

B
e.

ot

that this is a weak transition with a long radiative lifetim
while the extended-to-extended VBM to CBM transition
much stronger and has a shorter radiative lifetime. The P
state, being just above the valence band~see Fig. 11!, can act
as a trap to photogenerated holes from the valence b
Thus, if P DB’s exist, they will trap holes and lead to lon
hole lifetimes. In practice, owing to the chemical reactiv
of a P DBsite, it is likely to have but a small concentration.16

D. Discussion of surface dangling bonds and exchange effects

We have seen that our theory excludes two poss
mechanisms for the red-shifted, slow emissions in InP d
namely, uEslow& cannot be due to~ii ! an intrinsic, orbitally
forbidden conduction state or~iii ! an intrinsic, orbitally for-
bidden valence state. Also, the near-valence-band P DB
face state is not a likely candidate to explain a ne
conduction-band shift observed experimentally. We are

;

FIG. 10. Planar-averaged wave-function squares of the P
surface state, the CBM, and the VBM states for the~InP!712 dot
with a P dangling bond. The positions of atomic layer are indica
by the empty diamond symbols at the horizontal axis.

FIG. 11. Variations of the P DB surface state, the CBM, and
CBM states with the dot size for InP dots with a P dangling bond.
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with two possibilities, i.e., the In surface dangling-bond st
and the exchange splitting mechanism.

1. Global excitation experiments and the In DB state

Our theoretical results on the In DB surface defect can
compared with experimental global excitation
measurements,16 in which different chemical etchants an
passivants@tri-n-octylphosphine oxide~TOPO! and HF#
were used to etch and passivate the InP quantum dots.
types of global PL peaks were observed: a short lifeti
~5–50 nsec atT5300 K! peak, which does not change i
energy for different surface passivants, suggesting tha
originates from an intrinsic, dot-interior state; and a lon
lifetime ~500 nsec atT5300 K! PL peak, which dramatically
reduces its intensity when the dot is passivated by HF, s
gesting that it could originate from a dot surface state. B
types of PL peaks are red shifted relative to the absorp
peak.

The redshift of the intrinsic, short-lifetime global PL pea
is quite large,16,17 being 180 meV for an average size of 3
Å. As shown schematically in Fig. 1~c!, this nonresonan
redshift arises because one excitesmore than oneinhomoge-
neously broadened electronic state~e.g.,Efast

(1) and Efast
(2)! as

compared to a single inhomogeneously broadened sta
selective excitation@Fig. 1~d!#.

The redshift of the long-lifetime PL peak could be due
surface defect for three reasons.~a! The peak is removed by
HF surface etching.~b! The long-lifetime PL peak is
measured16 ;350 meV below the dot-interior related P
peak for the dot withd'30 Å. Our calculation shows tha
for dot sizes less than 57 Å, the In DB state is below
dot-interior CBM state~Fig. 8!. For thed526 Å dot, the In
DB surface state is predicted to lie 300 meV below the d
interior CBM state, in good agreement with the experimen
value.~c! The measured ratio16 of the lifetime of the surface-
related PL peak to that of the dot-interior peak is 10–100
d'30 Å. Our calculation~Table II! for the nearest sized
526 Å shows that the lifetime ratio of the VBM to In DB
transition to the VBM to CBM transition is 18. Our calcula
tion also shows that this lifetime ratio increases with incre
ing dot size.

The results of Fig. 8 and Table II then suggest that the
DB state is a possible origin of the low-energy, slowly em
ting stateuEslow& ~Fig. 2! observed16 in global excitation@Fig.
1~c!# prior to HF etching of the dot. The strong absorpti
will occur from the VBM to the CBM, following an inter-
system crossing to the In DB state, which is the slowly em
ting state for dots smaller than 57 Å. The surface-sta
induced redshift will vanish for dots larger than 57 Å, whe
the lowest unoccupied state becomes the dot-interior C
state. The redshiftECBM2EIn DB is plotted in Fig. 5 with
respect to the excitonic gap~which is close toECBM
2EVBM!, showing a nearly linear dependence.66

Bawendi and co-workers11 found that the red-shifted FLN
emission spectrum of CdSe dots closely resembles the
sorption spectrum~as measured by pump-probe experimen!.
Since in a surface state model the absorption and emis
will presumably commence from spatiallydifferent elec-
tronic states~‘‘corelike’’ and ‘‘surfacelike’’!, the spectral re-
semblance of absorption and emission suggested to them
some intrinsic states are involved rather than surface sta
e
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This is not a compelling argument since the surfa
dangling-bond state and the dot-interior conduction state
electronically coupled so their spectral properties could v
well resemble each other.

2. Selective excitation experiments and the singlet-triplet state

While the 350-meV redshift observed inglobal excitation
experiments16 prior to etching can be tentatively explaine
by the surface-defect mechanism, as we will see below,
redshift seen inselective excitation@Fig. 1~d!# for HF-etched
and passivated InP dots17 cannot. Before comparing theor
and experiment, however, we need to analyze the experim
tal FLN data17 to extract from it the quantity that is compa
rable with theory. Conventional samples include dots
many sizes$d%, with a typical size distribution67

P~d,^d&!5
1

A2psd

e2~d2^d&!2/2sd
2
, ~6!

with the average sizêd&. The standard deviationsd can be
deduced from transmission electron microscopy~TEM!.16

Because of the existence of a size distribution of dots, e
emitting at its own characteristic energy, the measured em
sion line shape represents an ensemble average, denoted
as ĪPL(«,«excit,^d&), where«excit is the excitation energy. It
is of interest to extract from the measuredĪPL(«,«excit,^d&)
versus«excit the underlying single-dot redshift for two rea
sons: ~i! Theory calculates single-dot quantities, not the e
semble average, and~ii ! part of the observed ensemble re
shift is due to the size distribution effect, not an intrins
effect, and it is necessary to separate these contribution

To extract the single-dot redshift from the measured FL
we simulate the ensemble emission intensity as

ĪPL~«,«excit,^d&!5 (
d.dc~«excit!

a~«excit,d!IPL~«,d!P~d,^d&!.

~7!

Here a(«excit,d) is the single-dot absorption coefficient
the energy«excit and IPL(«,d) is the single-dot emission in
tensity. We assume that each dot absorbs at the en
«excit>Eg(d) of its excitonic band gap and emits atEg(d)
2D(d), whereD(d) is the single-dot redshift that we wis
to determine. The single-dot emission intensity is taken a

IPL~«,d!5
1

A2psPL

e2$«2@Eg~d!2D~d!#%2/2sPL
2
, ~8!

wheresPL is the intrinsic broadening of the emission of
single dot, interacting in the ensemble with all other do
The excitonic gap of a single dot is

Eg~d!5Eg~`!1
A

dn
, ~9!

whereEg(`) is the bulk band gap~1.45 eV for InP atT
510 K!. For passivated InP dots,Eg(d) of Fig. 3 can be well
described byA555.2527 andn51.3611 ~Eg and d are in
units of eV and Å, respectively!. The single-dot redshift is
taken in the form

D~d!5B/dm, ~10!
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1506 56HUAXIANG FU AND ALEX ZUNGER
whereB andm are to be determined by fitting the measu
ments. The sum overd in Eq. ~7! is limited to those values
satisfyingEg(d)<«excit.

We fitted the data of Micicet al.17 for ^d&532 Å, using
sd52.5 Å ~the average of the TEM measured values of R
16! and sPL52 meV and takinga(«,d) to be a constan
over the small range of excitation energies involved. Den
ing the energy of the peak of the ensemble emiss
ĪPL(«,«excit,^d&) as «peak(«excit,^d&), we define the en-
semble redshift as

D̃~«excit,^d&![«excit2«peak~«excit,^d&!. ~11!

Here only the main conclusions about the single-dot r
shift are discussed, while the detail of the simulation res
will be given in Ref. 17. In the simulation, the best fit occu
at

Dexpt~d!59500/d1.96 ~meV!. ~12!

While the fit is sensitive to the assumedsPL value, the range
of sPL can be narrowed down significantly by requiring th
the simulated half-width ofĪPL(«,«excit,^d&) match experi-
ment. This is satisfied atsPL.2–4 meV.

We find that the single-dot redshiftDexpt(«excit) is consid-

erably smaller than the ensemble redshiftD̃(«excit) and has a
different slope. Furthermore, even if we assume in Eq.~7!
that D(d)[0, we still find that D̃Þ0. Thus a part of the
observed ensemble redshift comes only from the existenc
a size distribution, not from an intrinsic effect.

Our results show that the magnitude of the obser
single-dot redshiftD(«excit) is far smaller than the value
predicted for the In DB surface defect. For example, at
excitation energy of 2.0 eV~corresponding to a dot size 36
in experiment!, the observedD(«excit) is 8 meV @Eq. ~12!#,
while the calculated single DB redshift is 180 meV~Fig. 5!.
We have also calculated the surface-state-induced red
for dots withtwo nearest-neighbor dangling bonds~dash line
in Fig. 5! and find that the interaction between these DB
does not change much the slope of the redshift versus
curve.68 Thus simple In dangling bonds are insufficient
explain the resonant redshift.17 It is possible that more com
plicated surface chemistry~including oxygen atoms! could
explain the observed resonant redshift, but we can exc
simple dangling bonds as an explanation for the reson
redshift.

Figure 12 depicts the single-dot redshiftDexpt(d) deduced
from fitting the measured FLN data in comparison with t
calculated screened exchange splittings~Sec. III B!. Figure
12 shows that the screened exchange splittings agree
well with experiment. It suggests that the observedresonant
redshift could originate from the excitonic exchange sp
ting. It will be interesting to measure the lifetime versus s
since in the excitonic exchange model one expects bu
weak dependence of lifetime on size, while the surface s
model suggests longer lifetimes for larger dots~Table II!.

IV. SUMMARY

We have performed anatomisticelectronic-structure cal
culation on InP quantum dots, avoiding simple approxim
-
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tions used previously,13,25,39,41e.g., the use of infinite poten
tial barriers, the neglect of the dot surface, the restriction
the interband coupling to only the VBM and CBM derive
states, the use of effective-mass-based approaches, an
phenomenological modeling of the exchange interactio
Our main findings are as follows.

~i! The calculated excitonic gap versus dot size of InP@as
well as CdSe~Ref. 52!# is in good accord with measure
ments; the scaling of the InP excitonic gap with size
d21.36. The scaling of the single-particle band gap with si
is45 d21.16; the simple effective-mass theory predictsd22.

~ii ! A fully passivated dot has no surface states, ev
down to small dot sizes~the same is true for29 Si!. This
situation remains for a broad range of passivating atoms~ex-
cept, perhaps, oxygen!.

~iii ! The lowest unoccupied state of a fully passivated I
dot evolves mostly from theG1c state of the bulk crysta
band down to small dot sizes. This is unlike the case in Ga
dots, where at small dot sizes the lowest unoccupied sta
predicted26 to become the indirect,X1c-like band-edge state

~iv! The highest occupied state of the fully passivated
has a 1sd envelope-function symmetry despite the sm
spin-orbit interaction. This is unlike the case in CdS do
said25,27to have a 1p f envelope-function symmetry. The dif
ference in predictions arises, most likely, from the simplifi
assumptions made in thek•p calculations of Refs. 25 and
27.

~v! Removal of a cation-passivating atom results in an
dangling-bond state that lies in the gap, below the intrin
dot conduction band for dot size smaller than 50–60 Å. F
larger sizes, the intrinsic conduction state is the lowest
occupied state. The In dangling-bond state is surface lo
ized, but does not depend much on the identity of the pa
vating atoms surrounding the dangling bond since this s
is made from In orbitals, not from those of the passiva
Thus the fact that spectroscopic properties do not cha
much as the passivation is altered does not imply the abs
of surface effects. The energy of the In DB state chan
little with the dot size, but the dipole matrix element betwe
this state and the dot VBM~thus the radiative emission rate!

FIG. 12. Single-dot redshiftsD(d) from the simulation@Eq.
~12!# and the calculated screened exchange splittings@Eq. ~3!# for
different dot sizes.
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decreases as the dot becomes larger. The In DB state i
lated, most likely, to the redshifted emission observed at 1
eV of the unetched InP dots and is responsible for the
quantum emission efficiency. Such surface defect states
predicted to showlarge redshifts (;500 meV) with a size-
dependent~long! radiative lifetime.

~vi! Removal of an anion-passivating atom results in a
dangling-bond state that lies above the intrinsic dot vale
band for all dot sizes and has a very weak dipolar coupling
the conduction band. This state is strongly localized a
would act as an effective~lifetime shortening! trap for pho-
togenerated holes. This state interacts strongly with the
intrinsic VBM, shifting it to higher energies~by up to 250
meV! relative to fully passivated dots.

~vii ! An analysis of thesample-averagedresonant redshift
D̃(«excit) observed in selective excitation experiments reve
that it is considerably larger than the inferredsingle-dotred-
shift D(«excit) from which size-distribution effects have bee
deconvoluted.

~viii ! The calculated In dangling-bond state induces a r
shift that is too large to explain the observed resona
D
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single-dot redshift (<20 meV). It is not impossible tha
more complex surface chemistry could, however, expl
this shift.

~ix! The calculated single-triplet exchange splittings fo
screenedexchange interaction agree well with the observ
resonant single-dot redshift. This type of redshift is predic
to be small (<20 meV) and the redshifted emission has b
a weak size dependence of its~long! radiative lifetime.

The effect of vibronic coupling, leading possibly to
change in the equilibrium geometry of the electronically e
cited dot~and thus to a Frank-Condon-type redshift!, was not
considered here.
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